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Sophisticated colorists with an eye for geometric designs as well as those who savor the entrancing

lure of circular images will adore this adult coloring book. Cubes, stars, ovals, triangles, diamonds,

and other shapes explode into over 30 swirling mandalas. Pages are perforated and printed on one

side only for easy removal and display. Specially designed for experienced colorists,

MandalaÂ Techellations and other Creative HavenÂ® adult coloring books offer an escape to a

world of inspiration and artistic fulfillment. Each title is also an effective and fun-filled way to relax

and reduce stress.
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To start, if you already have Creative Haven Mandala Madness Coloring Book, do be aware that

this coloring book has the same images in it. The title of this coloring book is different but the

images are simply in a different order. It is a duplicate of the Mandala Madness book which I already

have, so this one was returned.This Book: Great coloring book from Creative Haven with highly

stylized geometric shapes.The particulars of this book:~ 31 designs~ designs of flowers, stars,

crystals, cubes - all very stylized with duplicate images in the background~ perforated pages are

easy to remove~ one design per page, none on the backside~ high quality printing resolution, no

missing lines~ the more shading, the more the different designs will be accentuated, great for



perfecting shading and color combinations~ thicker paper conducive to gel and alcohol markers,

though some bleed through is to be expected~ four colored pictures to inspire us with our own color

choicesThe whole process of choosing colors, deciding where to place those colors, shading,

touching up = a creative and relaxing time.

This coloring book from Creative Haven is really great for those who like Mandalas. Inside the front

and back covers are colored illustrations to hopefully help to inspire you along while you color your

own. The front and back cover also have a colored drawing. There are 31 pages of mandalas, some

that utilize curves and some that are angular. They all have about a half inch border, which is nice

for those of us who don't like pictures that go the whole way to the edge of the paper. Each page is

perforated for easy removal also. In some of my coloring groups I have heard people say they do

not like the paper that Creative Haven uses to print their coloring books on, but I personally like it. I

find that it works well for colored pencils. I'm not really a marker or gel pen person so I really can't

give advice on how well it works for that. I find that it is a medium weight paper, not too rough. All

designs are printed on one side of the paper, which is great. I love to take my finished drawings out

and use them to wrap small gifts or use for homemade greeting cards. The lines are dark and there

is no guessing where one starts or stops.I can easily spend hours coloring each page, deciding on a

color scheme and making sure each color is exactly where it should me. Coloring is my end of the

day chore, to relax me. I love it. I would recommend this book. If my review has helped you in any

way, could you please click the like button!

This Mandala Techellations coloring book is an exact reprint of Mandala Madness both books by

Creative Haven, just reprinted under another title. So check both titles for price because every

image is the same.You will want to color all 31 illustrations and you will never get bored each of the

31 illustrations is created using a different intricate shape (Example: one is made up of stars, one of

diamonds, one of ovals, etc) The Mandalas are stunning, flowing and full page.1. Printed one

illustration per page (backs are left blank) on medium weight, perforated, bright white paper2.

Outlined and Framed in heavy black lines.3. Perfect for colored pencils, gel pens, markers or even

crayons, if your markers or Gel Pens leach through the page, place a sheet of scrap paper under

the page you are coloring and leave it until the picture is dry. You can also easily remove the page

from the book due to the perforated pages.4. Mandalas are intricate and made up of medium details

and there are no very tiny areas, inside the front and back covers fully colored illustrations are

included to inspire you and show the 3D effects possible.5. School aged children and adults will



love this book

I have recently started coloring as an adult because my oncologist recommended it as a way to

relax without being comfortable with meditation. Although I am getting better at meditation, I

continue to color because it's a totally different type of relaxation. This particular coloring book is

great! I love the designs, and I particularly like the fact that the pages are perforated--you can tear

them out and you don't have to struggle to color the sides of the pages that are in the binding or try

to tear out the pages that don't want to come out. I have purchased other coloring books from this

company, and I will continue to do so.

There are many beautiful designs in this book. Many are somewhat complex and even challenging.

There are also some fairly easy ones with large spaces to color and fewer intricate loops to follow.

Some lend themselves beautifully to the 3-D challenge. I like the variety. The designs are easy to

follow or to change in many different ways to make them more interesting and creative. This would

be an excellent book for someone new to adult coloring books. It has such a variety from easy to

intermediate designs and allows for a lot of individuality.It's a very good starter book.Lots of pros

and only one con for me- too many simple designs.I would recommend this book.
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